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ncreasingly, thepublic good is being phrased
in terms of sustainable development. New
Zealand's Local Government Act now reflects
this international trend. However, despite
much that has been written about sustainable
development, it remains an elusive concept.
When someone suggests that it can be reduced
to a simple mantra ofjust seven words, it is likely
to interest planners, who must make seemingly
idealistic legislation work in practice.
Creative Decisions has developed KiwiGrowTM,
a new approach to sustainable development,
based on one such simple model. While experience
with KiwiGrowTM has been in the area of strategic
assessment and sustainability reporting,Creative
Decisions is encouraging wider use in public
policy and planning - in addition to areas such
as business and organisational management
and development, and health and ecosystem
management.
This article introduces KiwiGrowTM.
More information is available at the website

promoted as a Common Sustainability Language
as it has significant potential as a unifying
influence, helping to align planning efforts
across jurisdictions and policy areas. When
applied to the "four well-beings", it leads to the
28 sector KiwiGrowTMframework for sustainable
development (Table 2).Because health will always
be a normative concept, this framework is used
to develop more specific concepts, measures and
approaches appropriate to the system that is to be
managed'.
While planners are familiar with the idea of
well-being, many are less so with the idea of
ecosystem health. In 1999, Costanza and Mageau
equated ecosystem health with sustainability:
a healthy ecosystem is one that "issustainable
-that is, it has the ability to maintain its structure
(organisation)and function (vigour)over time in
the face of external stress (resilience)."
Therefore, as a model for total ecosystem
health, KiwiGrowTM provides a generic definition
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of sustainable development. Simultaneously, it
presents sustainable development as an aim or
purpose, how to achieve that aim, and how to

What is KiwiGrowTM?

measure progress.

KiwiGrowTM
centres around a new, seven-word
ecosystem health model (Table 1) applicable
to social, economic, environmental and cultural
systems. All of these are living, evolving, adaptive
systems that may, for the purpose of management,
be modelled as ecosystems.
health model has been
The KiwiGrowTM

Planning using KiwiGrowTM
For many planners, the conceptual framework that
is used for sustainable development is the key
issue - after that, it comes down to good planning
practice.However KiwiGrowTM
is somewhat
unique in that it provides a powerful means of

leveraging the ecosystem approach to integrated
management and planning (Table 3 -see page
18). lnthis approach, a landscapeis envisaged, or
modelled, as a mosaic of nested ecosystems, each of
which is managed according to the same principles.
These ecosystems can range from households and
natural ecosystems, to cities and regions.
While the ecosystem approach in various forms
has been around for many years now, it has been
difficult to implement, because it is information
intensive, and because no satisfactory universal
ecosystem model has been developed that can be
applied to entities as different as a wetland and a
removes
residential neighbourhood.KiwiGrowTM
this constraint, and the ecosystem approach can
be applied to virtually any entity in the landscape.
Every step in the planning-management process
of these entities can be illuminated by the
KiwiGrowTMmodel.
To help planners apply these ideas, the
ecosystem approach has been reinterpreted in
light of KiwiGrowTM to provide a"starter" toolkit
of concepts and processes. These are introduced
on the Creative Decisions website, which may
become a significant open source library of tools
and resources.

An example - Waitakere's water
The first application of KiwiGrowTM
centred on
management of urban water. In 2004, Ecowater
Solutions and Waitakere City Council wanted to
raise the bar in consultation and communication

TABLE 1:: The KiwiGrowTM Common Sustainability Language.

for Long Term Council Community Plans. ln
particular, managers wished to take an innovative
approach to preparing the City's inaugural (2005)
Assessment of Water and Sanitary Services, that
would shed light on how dialogue should be
conducted with the community, on issues relating
to water. One of the requirements was that the
dialogue should be informed by a "quadruple
bottom line", reflectingthe thrust of the legislation.
While the Council had made some progress in
this style of reporting,they were still developing
their ideas.
Besides providing a major compilation
of information that underpinned the local
strategy for managing stormwater, water supply,
wastewater, and solid waste, this Assessment had

TABLE 2::The KiwiGrowThq
framework and scorecard forsustainable development.
Each cell is shaded according to the score or the associated level of risk.

two significant outcomes. It showed how spatial
multimedia could be used creatively to illuminate
planning issues, and i t provided a field test of
aspects of the KiwiGrowTMapproach to sustainable
development.

Issue identification
The multimedia information system we prepared
for Waitakere's Assessment of Water and Sanitary
Services contained a large amount of the
information available on the city's development,
the nature and condition of the various
elements of the water and sanitary services
infrastructure (both natural and constructed), and
the performance in terms of an array of social,
economic, environmental and cultural indicators.
model was used to integrate this
The KiwiGrowTM
information into a structured set of issues that
reflected holistically how management of water
was affecting the health of the city and its natural
ecosystems.
First, to give a local identity to the idea of health,
we produced short statements or definitions for
each of the 28 KiwiGrowTMperformance areas
(Table 4 - see page 18). Then, using these concepts
as touchstones, we reviewed the assembled
information and identified issues that affected the
city's ability to realise health according to each
one of these performance areas. These issues were

presented in the multimedia information system
using direct links to the appropriate cell in the
KiwiGrowTM
performance matrix. Council staff also
produced a short list of "major" issues.

Risk communication
The 28 sector KiwiGrowTMmatrix was coloured
graphically to communicate the level of risk
associated with each performance area - w e
needed people to understand the extent that
management of water and sanitary services
affected, for example, the ability of the city to
be "sociallynurturing': Because resources for the
project did not extend to developing composite

indicators and formal scoring procedures, we
simply used the number of issues that were
identified for each performance area as an
indicator of the level of risk for that area. This
number was then colour coded, so a glance at
the matrix was sufficient to determine where
most of the issues lay. Some adjustment was
made to the risk category (i.e., the cell colour)
where issues were particularly compelling.
Using this approach, users could not only see
where the risks lay, they could click on the cell
to display the associated issue statements, in
conjunction with the concept for health for that
performance area.
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Decision support: identifying preferred
futures
As part of the process for preparing the
Assessment, Council staff had constructed four
scenarios for future development of the city,
ranging from slowing progress towards sustainable
development, to accelerated progress, with

"virtual regional integration': To help users choose

in consultation, and reduce planning costs. Not

between these futures, we provided tools to allow
them to pick a social, economic, environmental, or

only will groups be more prepared, but they
may embark on their own planning processes,

culturalissue from the list that had been generated
using the KiwiGrowTMframework, and then explore,

consistent with the wider KiwiGrowTM
values

in a single panel, contrasting short narratives for
the future, "looking back" fromthe year 2050.
These pairs of paragraphs told how the issues
were, or were not, resolved, over the 50 year period
under traditional and progressive management
approaches. Theyalso highlighted some of the
associated outcomes.
Within the multimedia information system, we
also provided graphical tools that could be used
to establish overall scores for social, economic,
environmental and cultural performance, based
on user-supplied priorities for the component

and risks, and for deconstructing issues. Using
KiwiGrowTM,plannerscan work with communities
to develop concepts or definitions of healthy
behaviour for each of the 28 performance areas,
and start to develop visions and goals. KiwiGrowTM
also provides a universal interface for reporting
results of monitoring and other investigations.
The structure of KiwiGrowTM
clearly lends itself to

and such totalising approaches should be used
with caution.

decision support systems of various kinds, whether for

Sustainable development reporting

project evaluation, assessing impacts of major events
or trends, such as climate change, or for evaluating
development options or entire futures.
For New Zealand,KiwiGrowTM may also help

The above results showed how cities such as
Waitakere could use the KiwiGrowTM model
to report on progress towards sustainable

to integrate Maori values and iwi planning, with
public planning. Maorimay even wish to consider
using KiwiGrowTMas a framework for their own

development.Building on the spatial ecosystem
framework used for the Assessment, they could
establish an internet-based reporting system, in
which clicking on parts of a map leads to display of
graphical performance
the associated KiwiGrowTM
scorecard, with each coloured cell linked to the

iwi management planning, since KiwiGrowTM
provides scope for recognising and nurturing the
spiritual elements of healthy communities that
have received little acknowledgement in planning
efforts based on western values.
KiwiGrowTM is effectively a super management

underpinning information.

system. lt can be used to integrate policy
contributions from different agencies, or parts of an
organisation.It also provides a means for placing
sustainable development and the public interest
at the heart of business, as well as providing a
reporting framework that businesses can share
with the communities they operate within.
A community's KiwiGrowTMscorecard, and the
associated supporting information, can be viewed

Other applications and benefits

significant when it is considered that the seven
word Common Sustainability Language can
become a "mantra" withinthe community. This
can increase preparedness of groups to engage
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KiwiGrowTMprovides a framework for initial
assessment and enquiry, for identifying issues

performance areas. However, using the KiwiGrowTM
model, each high level performance area
represents a critical element of a "riskportfolio"

This first test of KiwiGrowTM,
which nevertheless
fell short of a full planning process using the
ecosystem approach, quickly revealed to us
its potential for general use in planning and
management. The potential seems especially
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and principles. So KiwiGrowTM
provides a basis
for devolving power and responsibility, and
providing collaborative, communicative, and more
decentralised planning.
The Waitakere applicationshowed how

as a business opportunity profile that can help to
guide developingrelationshipswith business.
Finally,KiwiGrowTMhelps simply as a thinking

TABLE 4:: Expansion of concepts for the 28 performance areas, for Waitakere City's 2005 Assessment of Water and
Sanitary Services.

aid. It can be applied qualitatively, rapidly, and
habitually.Managers may see it as "28 ways
to vimprove your organisation, business or
community". This easy application may be useful in
contexts such as design-led planning workshops,
where participants need to test, rapidly and
collectively, alternatives they have generated.

Beyond the ease with which it can be applied,
KiwiGrowTMmay also lead to new insights.
Managers will likely discover new angles on
ecosystem health, community health, and public
and private sector accountability - which may in
turn lead to creative new solutions or at least to
identification of significant knowledge gaps. By
providing a potentially enduring framework for
investigation, KiwiGrowTMalso provides a basis for
new areas of scientific enquiry. We have only to
think how the Periodic Tableprovided the basis
for the science of chemistry.
With a few modifications, KiwiGrowTMalso
provides a holistic development model for human
health and well-being, integrating physical,
emotional, intellectual and spiritual dimensions.
This is"Personal"KiwiGrowTM.Theresulting "top
to bottom" applicability of the KiwiGrowTM
model
suggests it has potential to provide the basis for
deeply rooted, lasting changes in society.

Future development
As a universal model, KiwiGrowTM
lends itself
to global collaboration. This can lead to rapid
development and testing of tools and other
resources, and more rapid progress towards
sustainable development. Thevision at Creative
Decisions is for it to develop through an
international"KiwiGrowTMNetwork", takingan open
source approach, and subject to procedures needed
to maintain the integrity of the KiwiGrowTMbrand.
In this way, KiwiGrowTM planners in New Zealand
could be at the forefront of an international
movement to make a world of difference.

Footnote
1 Examples for a range of ecosystems are at

http://www.creativedecisions.co.nz/kiwigrow
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